Pristine Private School has hosted yet another TEDx event, with the theme of “Metamorphosis:
Discover, Nurture, Transform”, on Tuesday, June 13, 2017. “Metamorphosis was central to, not
only the theme of the event, but the event itself.” said Ms. Sonika, TEDxPristinePrivateSchool
organizer, “Building upon the success of the previous TEDxPristinePristineSchool, the experience
has beautifully metamorphosed into something even better than before.”
In accordance with the theme of “Metamorphosis”, the six speakers, which included two
renowned outside speakers, Mr. Tariq Qureishy, CEO & founder of MAD talks; and Mogens
Jensen, an asthmatic who cycled and ran 11,500 km through 13 countries as well as climbed Mt.
Everest without the support of canned oxygen, and four of our very own students, carefully
devised their talks to be as effective, informative and engaging as possible. These talks touched
upon various subjects ranging from an inspirational venture into the future to deconstructing
the social stereotype of how boys shouldn’t be allowed to cry.
This year’s event hoped to replicate the success of the previously
held TEDx event and it did so in spectacular fashion, thanks to
the hard-working individuals who made all of it possible once
more. So, if you attended the event, you were lucky to have the
opportunity to see the most remarkable speakers share their
ideas on stage with the audience, as well as the rest of the world.
“’I’m glad that our school is becoming an established platform for
hosting the annual TEDx event,’ said Ms. Shagufa Kidwai, Principal of TEDxPristinePrivateSchool,
“The speakers’ powerful and impactful discussions at this year’s TEDx shall resonate with the
audience for a long time.”
To watch the TED Talk videos, please click on the following links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWGU6jV2Log - Beyond the limit! Within your
potential! | Mogens Jensen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5yMLJMtij0 - Change in Reflection | Dhanesh Leon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAUyQovwhvU - Flip a Coin | Eyad Abdelazim
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZpE1j6elEE - Only the Mad will Thrive |
Tariq Qureishy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDKc2F_gU5g - Boys Don't Cry | Taha Qureshi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3bZibRU3kA - Hand Writing | Mobina Tazerjani
To view photos from the event, please click the following link:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/144325169@N08/sets/72157682807300441

